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INTERNI MERAVIGLIOSI
Live your design dream
The must-have guide to high-class interior design by Rockett St George
It’s time to decorate your home but you don’t know where to start?
Your living room is dull and impersonal and you wish to give it a new look?
You can’t stand that wallpaper in your bedroom anymore?
Keep calm: Rockett St George’s interior designers have the right solution for you. Interni meravigliosi will reveal you how to design and decorate a breathtaking house reflecting your unique personality. Step by step, the authors will teach you how to set your priorities, find inspiration, choose the right colour for
walls and ceilings, lighten up your rooms, pay attention to details and give your interiors an imaginative and unexpected touch.
Discover some inspiring projects by brilliant international designers. This book will provide you with a lot of pictures, hints and ideas to help you discover, test
and improve your style. Thanks to the experience and to the sparkling irony of the authors, you’ll achieve the desired results while having a lot of fun!
Just pour yourself a glass of good wine, relax and plunge into this amazing book, starting to visualize your dream house… then wake up and make it come
true.
The authors
Jane Rockett and Lucy St George are two friends sharing the passion for home design and decoration. In 2007, they launched Rockett St George, an online
store which has breathed new life in the world of interior design. Refusing any standard and conventional design, Rockett St George’s philosophy fosters the
creation of original and imaginative interiors, conveying the personality of their inhabitants. This is their first book.
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